A Specialized Forebrain Circuit for Vocal Babbling in the Juvenile Songbird
Dmitriy Aronov, Aaron S. Andalman, Michale S. Fee* Young animals engage in variable exploratory behaviors essential for the development of neural circuitry and adult motor control, yet the neural basis of these behaviors is largely unknown. Juvenile songbirds produce subsong-a succession of primitive vocalizations akin to human babbling. We found that subsong production in zebra finches does not require HVC (high vocal center), a key premotor area for singing in adult birds, but does require LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the nidopallium), a forebrain nucleus involved in learning but not in adult singing. During babbling, neurons in LMAN exhibited premotor correlations to vocal output on a fast time scale. Thus, juvenile singing is driven by a circuit distinct from that which produces the adult behavior-a separation possibly general to other developing motor systems.
H ow does a young brain learn to use the muscles it controls and the sensory organs by which it perceives the world? To a surprising extent, this knowledge is not built in by deterministic developmental rules but must be obtained through exploration. For instance, the relationship between feedback from the somatosensory periphery and movement is revealed to the developing brain by spontaneous muscle twitches, which facilitate the selforganization of spinal reflex circuits (1) and cortical somatosensory maps (2, 3) . At a higher level, juvenile animals learn the causal relation between actions and the effects of these actions by producing highly variable behaviors such as infant stepping, grasp-like "hand babbling," early vocalizations, and play (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
How are these exploratory juvenile behaviors generated? Are they produced by the same brain areas responsible for the corresponding adult behaviors later in life, or are specialized brain regions involved? Forebrain areas, including the motor cortex and the basal ganglia, have been implicated in the production of normal infant movements, as well as their abnormalities (5, (9) (10) (11) . Yet the specific forebrain circuits for infant motor control remain to be identified.
Babbling is an early motor behavior produced by juveniles of vocal mammals and birds (6, (12) (13) (14) (15) . In zebra finches, babbling, called subsong, occurs roughly from ages 30 to 45 days post-hatch (dph). Plastic song follows, with the gradual appearance of distinct and identifiable, but variable, vocal elements (syllables). By 80 to 90 dph, plastic song is gradually transformed into highly complex, stereotyped motifs-sequences of syllables that constitute adult song. The premotor circuit for adult song production consists of HVC (high vocal center), RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium), and brainstem motor nuclei (Fig. 1A) . This "motor pathway" is crucial for generating stereotyped, learned vocalizations (16, 17) and exhibits firing that is precisely time-locked to the song output (18) (19) (20) (21) .
Another circuit, the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP), is homologous to basal ganglia thalamocortical loops in mammals and projects to RA through a forebrain nucleus, LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the nidopallium) (22, 23) . Although LMAN is not required for singing in adult birds, it is necessary for normal song learning in juveniles (24, 25) and plays a role in producing song variability in adult and juvenile birds (26, 27) . These and other studies have suggested a view that the motor pathway drives singing, whereas the output of the AFP modulates or instructs the motor pathway during learning (28, 29) .
Subsong persists in the absence of HVC. We investigated whether primitive subsong vocalizations result from an immature form of the adult motor pathway, or whether they are driven by other premotor circuits. Given the importance of HVC for mature singing (16, 20, 30) , we sought to characterize its involvement early in development. In nine subsong-producing juvenile birds (ages 33 to 44 dph), we eliminated HVC bilaterally, either by electrolytic lesions or by pharmacological inactivation (31) . In three additional birds, we left HVC intact but specifically eliminated its projection to RA by bilateral transection of the HVC-to-RA fiber tract. After these manipulations, all birds continued producing largely unaffected subsong (Fig. 1A  and fig. S3) .
Surprisingly, older birds-those in the plasticsong stage (45 to 73 dph, n = 12) and adults (n = 5, undirected singing)-also sang after bilateral HVC elimination [but see (31) ]. These birds lost structure and stereotypy in their songs, reverting to the production of subsong-like vocalizations. After pharmacological inactivation of HVC, this reversion to subsong-like vocalizations was fast (within 20 min) and reversible (fig. S4) ; this finding suggested that the effect is not due to long-term changes in neural circuitry, but rather occurs immediately as a result of the loss of spiking activity in HVC. At all ages, singing in the absence of HVC was produced at normal rates and followed an ordinary circadian rhythm, with more songs produced in the morning than in later parts of the day (31) .
Singing without HVC is highly similar to normal subsong. We asked whether the sounds produced in the absence of HVC were indeed similar to subsong. We characterized acoustic properties of songs by measuring spectral features shown to be effective for quantifying developmental trends in zebra finches (32, 33) . Distributions of these features before and after HVC elimination were highly similar for subsongproducing birds (31) . An additional feature of normal subsong is the absence of repeatable acoustic elements of a stereotyped length. This was evident in a wide, unimodal distribution of syllable durations for subsong-producing birds (n = 9 birds younger than 45 dph; Fig. 2 , A and B). After HVC elimination, these distributions were unchanged (31) . In contrast, plastic and adult songs contain distinct syllables that form multiple narrow peaks in the distributions of durations. After HVC elimination in older birds, all distinct syllables were lost, resulting in unimodal distributions similar to those of subsong (n = 25 birds) (31) .
Furthermore, subsong is characterized by a lack of sequential stereotypy, which appears later in plastic and adult songs. We quantified stereotypy by measuring the peak of the spectral crosscorrelation between different song renditions ( Fig. 2C) (31) . In control conditions, stereotypy was higher for older birds ( Fig. 2D ; P < 0.0001 for nonzero slope of the linear regression of stereotypy and age). However, independently of age, stereotypy was reduced to the level of subsong after HVC elimination (Wilcoxon P > 0.1 for the difference from normal subsong). In summary, analyses of acoustic structure indicate that, by a wide range of measurements, singing in the absence of HVC is highly similar to normal subsong.
Subsong requires activity in RA and LMAN. If subsong persists in the absence of HVC, what neural circuits are engaged in its production? One possibility is that subsong does not require the forebrain song system and is entirely produced by midbrain or brainstem circuitry, even in the absence of RA. A second possibility is that subsong is driven by circuitry intrinsic to RA, even in the absence of HVC and LMAN. The third possibility is that subsong is driven by, or requires, inputs from LMAN to RA. We tested these hypotheses by lesions and inactivations of RA and LMAN.
RA lesions entirely blocked singing in juvenile birds (n = 5, 39 to 73 dph), indicating that subsong-like vocalizations require descending inputs from the forebrain (Fig. 3) . Similarly, song production was abolished by lesions of HVC and subsequent inactivation of LMAN (n = 12 experiments in 5 birds, 51 to 75 dph), indicating that RA circuitry, without its afferent inputs, is not sufficient to generate singing. We further tested the necessity of LMAN inputs to RA by inactivating LMAN in juvenile birds. LMAN inactivation entirely abolished subsong production in all birds younger than 45 dph (n = 6 experiments in 4 birds). However, in agreement with previous studies, LMAN inactivation did not block singing in most older birds (6 of 7 experiments in 5 birds, 45 to 67 dph), although it produced a marked reduction in song variability (26, 27) . Together, these results indicate that RA and its inputs from LMAN are necessary for subsong production.
LMAN neurons exhibit premotor activity during subsong. An intriguing possibility suggested by the above results is that LMAN drives subsong production-i.e., that it generates patterns of spiking activity that control the acoustic structure of subsong on a short (10 ms) time scale. To test this prediction directly, we recorded from single RA-projecting LMAN neurons during subsong production in intact birds [n = 15 neurons in 3 birds, 38 to 45 dph (31)] and in birds with bilateral HVC lesions (n = 16 neurons in 2 birds, lesioned at 38 and 50 dph). To quantify premotor activity, we examined firing in a short window preceding each syllable boundary (onset or offset). To begin with, we only considered syllable boundaries separated from other onsets or offsets by relatively long (>150 ms) periods to eliminate the possible confounding effects of neighboring syllables on the firing pattern. There was a significant increase in firing before syllable onsets in 12 of 31 neurons [16.1 ± 1.6 Hz in a 50-ms window preceding syllable onset versus 8.6 ± 0.6 Hz in a 100-ms baseline period preceding this window; P < 0.05; e.g., neuron 3, Fig. 4, A (34) .
In the above analysis, we only considered syllable boundaries separated by long (>150 ms) periods of time to isolate syllable onset-and offset-related changes in firing. However, the firing of some LMAN neurons also correlated with more rapid changes in song structure. For instance, neuron 12 (Fig. 4 , E to G) exhibited increased firing before syllables that followed short (10 to 150 ms) rather than long intervals, as well as a reduction in firing during silent periods between syllables. Overall, seven neurons showed a premotor increase in activity before syllables separated by short intervals (P < 0.05 for the comparison of a 30-ms window preceding a syllable with 30 ms of baseline). This finding suggests that some LMAN neurons may have a premotor relation to subsong structure at the level of individual syllables.
In neurons that exhibited a significant increase in firing before syllable onsets (n = 18), high-frequency bursts of spikes (>100 Hz) preceded 13.2 ± 1.4% of syllables. The most likely timing of a burst onset was 17.2 ± 3.1 ms before syllable onset. Such latency is, in fact, anticipated for premotor activity in LMAN, given the 10-to 15-ms latency reported for vocal perturbation after electrical stimulation in RA (35) and the 2-to 5-ms antidromic latency from RA we found in LMAN neurons (31) . Note that although the exact relationship of firing to song varied across cells, 20 of 31 neurons we recorded (65%) showed some type of premotor correlation to the vocal output. Premotor firing in LMAN did not require activity within HVC; 8 of 16 neurons exhibited significant correlations to song structure in HVC-lesioned birds ( fig. S5 ). Discussion. Our data indicate that LMAN, and possibly other components of the AFP, constitute an essential premotor circuit for the production of early babbling. At the same time, we have shown that the classical premotor nucleus HVC (16) is not necessary for the generation of subsong. We therefore propose that two premotor pathways in the songbird function to produce vocalizations at different stages of development. In young juveniles, the AFP generates poorly structured subsong, whereas in adult birds, the classical HVC-motor pathway generates highly stereotyped motor sequences. These pathways interact in the intermediate plastic-song stage (27) to generate the partially structured but variable vocalizations upon which vocal learning operates.
The transfer of functional dominance from one pathway to another during vocal learning elegantly parallels their anatomical development. HVC does not reach its adult size until the late plastic-song stage (36) and establishes functional synapses in RA later than LMAN does (37, 38) . Song maturation and the decrease in vocal variability have thus been attributed to the strengthening of inputs from HVC and the concurrent weakening of inputs from LMAN (39) (40) (41) (42) . Curiously, although HVC neurons form synapses in RA around the onset of singing [30 to 35 dph (37)], our results show that they do not significantly contribute to song production in its earliest stage. It is therefore possible that the HVC-to-RA pathway is active during early subsong but is not yet functionally strong enough to drive singing by itself or to influence vocalizations in a detectable way.
Identifying forebrain circuits involved in the production of juvenile behaviors is a requisite step toward understanding the mechanisms by which sensorimotor learning takes place. Several models of developmental learning suggest that early motor behaviors originate in the same circuits that later produce adult behavior. In this view, known as neuronal group selection theory, an initially large number of motor patterns undergo a selection process through competition, gradually eliminating circuits that produce undesirable behaviors (9, (43) (44) (45) (46) . Our findings, however, suggest a rather different model in which distinct specialized circuits are dedicated to the 3 . Subsong production requires LMAN and RA. Average rates of song and call production in all lesion and inactivation experiments are shown. For rate measurement, a full day of recording was partitioned into 1-s segments, and the numbers of segments containing calls or songs were estimated (31) . In cases where age is unspecified, data from all birds are pooled together. Note that for subsong-producing birds (<45 dph), the average rate of singing was not affected by HVC elimination (Wilcoxon P > 0.5). LMAN lesions in older juveniles (rightmost group) resulted in highly stereotyped song (27 
